ITTF-ETTU World Junior Championships Preparation Camp

The EUROPEAN TABLE TENNIS UNION in cooperation with the ITTF High Performance & Development Department invites the best European junior players to join common preparation camp prior the WJTTC. It will be held in

Bangkok/THA, 16-22 November 2019

The ITTF-ETTU WJTTC Preparation Camp is part of Development Program and it is primarily intended for the best 10 European male and female junior players, but their coaches and other accompanying persons are welcome too.

Invited players:

1. KATSMAN LEV (RUS 1)
2. KULCZYCKI SAMUEL (POL)
3. GREBNEV MAKSIM (RUS 2)
4. PICARD VINCENT (FRA 1)
5. MOREGARD TRULS (SWE)
6. STUMPER KAY (GER)
7. BARDET LILIAN (FRA 2)
8. KOSOLOSKY OLAV (BEL 1)
9. ZHENG DORIAN (FRA 3)
10. ANDRAS CSABA (HUN)

Additional nominations in case of cancellations (ETTU will cover the accommodation cost for ONLY 2 players per NA)

11. RASSENFOSSE ADRIEN (BEL 2)
12. SIDORENKO VLADIMIR (RUS 3)
13. ROSSI CARLO (ITA 2)
14. URSU VLADISLAV (MDA)
15. LEVAJAC DIMITRIJE (SRB)
16. KOLODZIEJCZYK MACIEJ (AUT)

Girls:

1. PLAIAN TANIA (ROU)
2. PAVADE PRITHIKA (FRA 1)
3. BLASKOVA ZDENA (CZE)
4. WEGRZYN ANNA (POL 1)
5. KAZANTSEVA KRISTINA (RUS 1)
6. WEGRZYN KATARZYNA (POL 2)
7. SCHREINER FRANZISKA (GER 1)
8. LAURENTI JAMILA (ITA 1)
9. TAILAKOVA MARIIA (RUS 2)
10. ABRAAMIAN ELIZABET (RUS 3)
Additional nominations in case of cancellations (ETTU will cover the accommodation cost for ONLY 2 players per NA)

11. COK ISA (FRA 2)
12. ZIRONOVA EKATERINA (RUS 4)
13. TIEFENBRUNNER LAURA (GER 2)
14. VISHNIAKOVA OLGA (RUS 5)
15. MONFARDINI GAIA (ITA 2)
16. KOLISH ANASTASIA (RUS 6)

Details of the camp:

- **Arrival** day: 15th of November
- **Venue**: "Fashion Island Hall" - Bangkok (with official WJC flooring Enlio)
- **Hotel**: Bangkok Grand Four Wings Hotel (5 stars hotel) http://grandfourwings.com/
- **Shuttle transport** from the Airport-Hotel-Venue included
- **Training** Camp from 16th until 22nd of November
- On 23rd November **transport to the official hotel** of ITTF WJTT (about 3 hours)
- **Coaches** in charge for the WJTT Preparation Camp: Davit Sargsyan, David Johnston, Neven Cegnar

Finances:

ETTU will provide full board and lodging for top 10 players according to ITTF WRL 06/2019 (girls / boys) in double occupancy

- ONLY for 2 players from each NA’s
- For substitute players ETTU will pay hospitality until TOP 16 ONLY from the same WRL (in case of cancellations)
- For all other players / coaches / medical staff / physio the full board price: USD 100,- / in double and USD 120,- in single occupancy
- For extra persons full board and lodging price: USD 120,- in double and USD 160,- in single occupancy

Entries

to be sent by e-mail not later than **20th October 2019** to:

- Ariyachotima Sakul (coachsakul@yahoo.com) with copy to:
- Zita Pidl, Project Consultant (zpidl.ettu@gmail.com)

Visa

Request of invitation letters with copies of scanned passports to be sent not later than **20th September 2019** to: Ariyachotima Sakul, (coachsakul@yahoo.com)

Questions:

- Concerning accommodation: Ariyachotima Sakul (coachsakul@yahoo.com)
- Concerning technical program and participation: ETTU – Neven Cegnar (ncegnar@gmail.com)

SEE YOU IN BANGKOK!